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暂不适用：超软面料的服装、雪纺，丝绸等质地服装、

配饰过多的服装、过厚的服装如棉服、羽绒服，人工

折叠情况下不易成型的服装。

产品介绍

          Applicable Clothing              
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PMTD-4350BK  Multifunctional Automatic Folding 
and Packing Machine for Suit Clothing 

School uniform suits, tooling suits, home service suits, 

thermal underwear suits, etc., one-piece T-shirts, POLO, 

knitted sweaters, sweaters, jackets, pants, etc.

Applicable clothes:

A multifunctional automatic garment folding and packing 

machine for suit packing needs or multiple garments 

stacking needs. A wide range of applications, suitable 

for various types of tops and trousers. Machine realizes 

the continuous operation of automatic folding, automatic 

stacking, bagging, sealing or multi-piece folding 

and stacking of suit garments, which improves the 

standardization and folding efficiency of clothing folding, 

greatly reducing labor costs, suitable for various types of 

clothing enterprises.

Machine efficiency: 8-10 pcs/minute, 450-600 pcs/ 

hour, about 300 sets/ hour. One machine equipped with 

1 workers, can achieve a daily average packing of 6000 

pieces, or 3000 sets.

PE/PP/OPP envelope opening polybag, minimum width of 

polybag 26cm;

Not applicable for the bag with flat opening, folded opening.

Applicable polybags:
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*Sutiable  for kinds of thick and thin upper clothes and  trousers, automatic complete set folding, multi-

piece stacking, bagging, and automatic bag sealing; 

* Used for automatic one-piece folding,  bagging, and bag sealing for most types of thick and thin coats 

or trousers; 

* Used for automatic single folding of most types of clothes, multi-piece stacking; 

* The above function modes can be switched at will;

* Within the allowable value range, the folded length and width can be adjusted as you want.. 

* Machine can automatically detect the length of garment, when the garment size is different, machine 

can intelligently identify and automatically fold according to the first folding length, so as to ensure the 

uniform folding length without changing the polybag. Clothes of different sizes can be folded into uniform 

sizes and packed into bags.

* Machine will calculate the number of completed pieces automatically, and the alarm function for 

multiple garments can be set up.

* The packaging parameters of different clothing types can be saved and set to facilitate switching.

（Machine adding with other optional function please consult to us for the parameters.）

 Item No.

350  mm

230 mm

L280*W260   mm

Single phase 220V

L500*W420  mm

900 mm

380 mm

0.6 MPa 1.2  kw 5350*1050*1500 mm

400 mm

200 mm

600 pcs/hour
300 sets/hour

800 mm

400 mm

Optional

Minimal width of 
folded garment

Voltage 

Maximal size of 
polybag

Air pressure 

Efficiency
(pcs/hour)

Power 

Seal by Machine

Measurement 

PMTD-4350BK

Maximal length 
of garment

Maximal width of  
folded garment

Minimal length of 
folded garment

Maximal length of   
folded garment

Minimal size of 
polybag

PRODUCT PARAMETER

Minimal length 
of garment

Minimal width 
of garment

Maximal width 
of garment

Machine Function

容shelly
Underline



Address：Building A,Jinshunlai Industrial Zone,Pingdi 

Subdistrict,Longgang District,Shenzhen,China

Tel：0755-28688519（8001-8016）

Tel：+86 18566261669(whatsapp)

Email：Shelly@szlcauto.com

Web：www.szlcauto.com
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